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Invitation

we are pleased to extend an invitation to attend 
Byldis PreFAB reAlity syMPosiuM 2018 
at danish Architecture Center at BloX.

the symposium, which targets developers and 
scandinavian Architects, represents a unique opportunity
to hear about cutting-edge design and sustainable 
economy, as well as to exchange knowledge about the
latest advances in prefabricated solutions.

Meet an exciting range of speakers:
diederik dam (dam & Partners Architecten) 
les Postawa (thornton tomasetti) 
Han Blom (Byldis) 
og Mads kaltoft (schmidt Hammer lassen Architects)



Preliminary 
programme
12:30 - 13:10 light lunch

13:20 - 13:30 welcome, Building network

13:30 - 14:00 speaker diederik dam,
dam & Partners Architecten

14:00 - 14:30 speaker Han Blom,
Byldis

14:30 - 15:00 speed dating with speakers 
and networking with participants

15:00 - 15:30 speaker les Postawa, 
thornton tomasetti

15:30 - 16:00 speaker Mads kaltoft,
schmidt Hammer lassen Architects

16:00 - 16:30 speed dating with speakers 
and networking with participants

16:30 - 18:00 networking on the rooftop terrace 
with wine, beer and snacks



keynote sPeAker

DIEDERIK DAM
DAM & PARTNERS 
ARCHITECTEN

Design and quality materials
dam & Partners Architecten is known for its use of
high-quality prefab materials in its buildings, just 
as the practice has developed its own architectural
vision and style. 

dam & Partners Architecten is behind various buildings
in Holland, including Hourglass in Amsterdam 
and the tallest building in Benelux, Zalmhaven tower,
which is under construction in rotterdam.

Architect diederik dam will give a presentation 
especially for the symposium based on these two
buildings to describe the firm’s experiences with pre-
fabricated solutions and how quality, innovation and
design freedom can surprise and cause excitement.

the presentation will be held in english.



keynote sPeAker  

HAN BLOM
BYLDIS

Design freedom with 
prefab construction
the dutch concrete supplier Byldis will present 
innovative solutions and new opportunities for design
freedom with precast concrete products.

Byldis’ goal is to create high-quality precast con-
crete products and to reduce construction times.

Byldis’ business development manager in scandi-
navia, Han Blom, will talk about, for instance, experi-
ences from the ambitious construction project on
london City island, where Byldis succeeded in
creating a landmark in london’s river landscape and
in reducing construction times significantly when it
erected 1,750 apartmentss and 20,000 m2 of office
space on the island.

the presentation will be held in english.



keynote sPeAker  

LES POSTAWA
THORNTON TOMASETTI

Simple and elegant
design solutions

the American engineering giant thornton tomasetti
is world famous for its work with the design of 
spectacular high-rise buildings and skyscrapers, one
of which is so far to be the tallest building in the
world, Jeddah tower, being over one kilometre tall
and under construction in saudi Arabia.

the principal and director of thornton tomasetti in
great Britain, les Postawa, will provide a number 
of examples of how the engineering firm has helped
developers and consultants highlight their designs by
using simple techniques and elegant constructions.

les Postawa will also discuss the environmental 
advantages that can be achieved with prefab con-
structions, as well as talk about the exciting know-
ledge that thornton tomasetti has gained from its
ongoing mapping of sustainability.

the presentation will be held in english.



keynote sPeAker  

MADS KALTOFT
SCHMIDT  HAMMER 
LASSEN ARCHITECTS

Skyline sculptures attract
immense attention

schmidt Hammer lassen, one of scandinavia’s most
reputable architectural firms, is known for its eye-
catching, buildable high risers that interplay with their
surroundings, with emphasis on welfare, aesthetics,
light and sustainability.

Partner and architect Mads kaltoft will share his experi-
ences with designing high-rise buildings using prefabri-
cated facades, including the prize-winning concert,
conference and hotel complex Malmö live.

kaltoft will describe the challenges encountered
when drawing the majestic dahlerup tower in 
Carlsberg City district but also in the effort to receive
strict international sustainability certification for con-
struction of a spectacular, 188-meter-tall office tower
in warsaw’s financial district.

the presentation will be held in english.



Registration

Byldis PreFAB reAlity syMPosiuM 2018
is free of charge. the half-day event will begin with a
delicious light lunch and conclude with networking for
symposium participants on the dansk Architecture
Center’s rooftop terrace, where wine, beer and
snacks will be served.

register via email if you would like to participate.
Please provide your contact information so we can
reserve a spot immediately for you.

registration: contact@buildingnetwork.dk
registration deadline: 25 september 2018
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